
BALMUDA LAUNCHES “Recipes for a Better Life” campaign 
to spread the message of "Better Morning, Better Life. " 

(New York, NY – September 8, 2020) - BALMUDA, the celebrated Japanese technology company, is excited to 
announce the launch of the “Recipes for a Better Life” campaign, a chef-driven video and recipe series designed 
to support the company’s commitment to innovative technology that will enhance a morning routine. This 
campaign is inspired by BALMUDA’s signature brand message, “Better Morning, Better Life.” the philosophy that a 
better morning routine can enhance and enrich daily life. 

BALMUDA entered the U.S. market in April 2020 with two revolutionary home appliances – BALMUDA The Toaster 
and BALMUDA The Kettle - each delivering uncompromising design and advanced technology to restore and 
deepen the ritual of breakfast. BALMUDA The Toaster uses unique steam technology to bring out the best in every 
type of bread or pastry, and BALMUDA The Kettle is designed to fit in your hand perfectly for a precise unparalleled 
pour for morning coffee or tea. 

“I created BALMUDA to help enrich people’s daily experiences,” says CEO Gen Terao. “I believe that every good 
day starts with a great breakfast, and BALMUDA The Toaster and BALMUDA The Kettle contribute to an 
unforgettable, refined morning routine.” 

The “Recipes for a Better Life” series will feature videos, recipes and interviews from esteemed chefs throughout the 
United States, where they’ll share how they celebrate nourishing, intentional mornings at home with recipes 
amplified by features specific to the BALMUDA appliances. Chef partners include Amanda Michael, chef and 
owner of San Francisco’s Jane the Bakery, who will share her recipe for Seed Toast with Almond Butter and 
Blackberry Jam; Gregory Gourdet, celebrated chef and Bravo’s Top Chef All Stars, who will detail his morning ritual 
through a short film showcasing his devotion to creating nourishing, wholesome meals each morning; 

“For me, the morning is the best time to set an intention for the day, to do the things that you need to do to 
 take care of yourself,” says Gourdet as he stresses the importance of a morning routine. “With the current 
 situation of the world, I’ve definitely had more free time. I like to wake up, water my plants, and start my day 
 with a pot of coffee. As we wake up and find our place in the world and get ourselves in tune, all of these sensory 
 things really help start that story of the day. The first whiff of coffee grinding. The smell of toast in the toaster. 
 It’s important to set that intention in the morning so you feel energized, awake and nourished.” 

Innovative Japanese Technology Brand Partners with Top Chefs to Promote Mindful Mornings 

https://us.balmuda.com/pages/better-morning-better-life
https://us.balmuda.com/collections/toaster
https://us.balmuda.com/collections/kettle
http://itsjane.com/
https://youtu.be/QWkDOoklMWk


By partnering with these prominent chefs, BALMUDA brings to life recipes and rituals that will enrich consumers’ 
time spent in their kitchens and around their dining tables, especially during these times spent at home. The first 
interview will go live on September 8th on us.balmuda.com and @balmuda_usa. 

Press contact: Meredith Sidman, balmuda@krupaconsulting.com 

Product Specifications 

About BALMUDA 
BALMUDA is a Tokyo-based creativity and technology company founded in 2003, whose mission is to use the 
power of technology to create home appliances that offer elevated design and unprecedented user experience. 
BALMUDA launched in the United States market in April 2020 with two appliances: BALMUDA The Toaster, which 
utilizes  unique steam technology and precise temperature control and BALMUDA The Kettle, a lightweight, 
perfectly sized electric kettle. Both products are available on the brand site and BALMUDA The Toaster is also 
available at William Sonoma online and other channels. 

About Gen Terao, CEO, BALMUDA 
Born in Japan in 1973, Gen Terao developed a taste for freedom and adventure at an early age. He dropped out of 
high school at the age of 17 to wander around the Mediterranean. Filled with the inspiration he gathered in Italy, 
Spain, and Morocco, he returned to Japan to devote himself to music. His passion led him to sign with a major rock 
label but eventually decided to continue independently from his band. In 2001, the band separated and Gen was 
looking for a new challenge and adventure. He decided to take a brand new path in life by studying design and 
manufacturing, which provided him the tools needed to create BALMUDA in 2003. Gen's taste for trailblazing and 
his uncompromising passion for life are instilled in BALMUDA's DNA. From the smell of freshly baked bread in Spain 
to the cool feeling of a Japanese summer breeze, each product he develops carries a piece of his life experience. 

https://us.balmuda.com/collections/toaster
https://us.balmuda.com/collections/kettle
https://www.instagram.com/balmuda_usa/?hl=en
https://us.balmuda.com/
https://us.balmuda.com/blogs/recipes
https://us.balmuda.com/



